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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The designation of a Conservation Area for the hamlet of Crafton was identified on a list of
priorities for the review of existing and new designations approved by Aylesbury Vale District
Council Members in June 2002. Conservation Area status recognises that Crafton is ‘an area of
special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to
preserve or enhance’.1

Chapter 2

PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
The designation of Crafton as a Conservation Area influences the way in which the Local
Planning Authority applies its planning policies to the area. It ensures that any alterations or
extensions to buildings within or adjacent to the Conservation Area are constrained by the need
to respect the special characteristics identified in this document, and local planning policies.
National policy and guidance is contained in:
z

z
z

z

The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act, 1990, (Conservation
Areas are designated under Section 69 of this Act).
Planning Policy Guidance: Planning and the Historic Environment, 1994 (PPG:15).
Planning Policy Guidance: Archaeology and Planning, 1990 (PPG:16), providing
guidance on protecting the site’s significant archaeological interest.
Planning Policy Statement: Delivering Sustainable Development (PPS:1).

Designating a Conservation Area does not remove or diminish other legislation that may apply
within an area, including Listed Building protection, protection for Ancient Monuments and
Tree Preservation Orders. It does however impose planning controls in addition to those that
normally apply. For further information please refer to the District Council’s advisory leaflet on
‘Conservation Areas.’
The following report describes the criteria that have been used, and the judgements made, in
defining the Conservation Area boundary at Crafton. It provides an appraisal that identifies,
describes and illustrates the features and characteristics that justify the Conservation Area
designation.
The following principles have also been applied in defining the boundary:
z

1

Wherever possible the boundary follows features on the ground that are clearly visible,
for example walls, hedges, building frontages. This is to minimise confusion.
The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
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z

z

Where there are important buildings the boundary includes their curtilage. This is due
to the importance of the setting of buildings, and also to ensure that the Conservation
Area is not eroded if land is sold or sub-divided.
The entirety of the width of the hedge and span of the trees is considered to be
contained within the Conservation Area boundary.

Within this document proposals for the enhancement of the Conservation Area have been
identified. These enhancement opportunities have been highlighted in order to target
investment should resources become available in the future.

Chapter 3

ASSESSMENT OF SPECIAL INTEREST
3.1

LOCATION AND LANDSCAPE SETTING

3.1.1 Location and Population
The hamlet of Crafton is located in the Vale of Aylesbury in Buckinghamshire, approximately
seven miles north-east of Aylesbury, four miles south of Leighton Buzzard, one and a half miles
south-east of Wing and just over a mile east of Wingrave. The hamlet has less than 30
properties and only around 70 residents. From the elevated vantage point of the hamlet, the
conspicuous towers of Sir Joseph Paxton and G. H. Stoke’s 19th century Mentmore Towers are
clearly visible less than a mile to the east.
The Conservation Area boundary encompasses the whole of the hamlet of Crafton, the
archaeological remains of the deserted medieval village located immediately to the south-east of
the hamlet and the farmhouses and barns at Reddings to the south-east.
3.1.2 General Character and Plan Form
The Conservation Area consists of the compact hamlet of Crafton located on a hill. Two former
studs, now converted to houses, form small settlements to the south. All the land within the
whole Conservation Area is a site of special archaeological significance, being the location of a
deserted medieval village, the remains of which are most visible as undulations in the landscape
in the fields to the south east of the hamlet.
3.1.3 Landscape Context
Crafton is situated on a low-lying hill within an undulating rural landscape. The hamlet
commands fine views over the surrounding countryside towards the Chiltern escarpment and
the settlements of Wingrave to the south-west, Wing to the north and Mentmore to the east.
The ground slopes down to the north and east, though a ridge runs from the western end of
the hamlet to the south east.
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The vehicular approach to Crafton is via the road which runs from Mentmore Cross Roads
south to the neighbouring village of Mentmore. The single track roads have grass verges and
are dominated by high hedgerows and hedgerow trees. The hamlet is clearly visible to the
south-west, and appears as a small group of seemingly unassuming dwellings perched on top of
a hill, set amongst trees and against a backdrop of rolling countryside.
Crafton can also be seen from points along the Wingrave
to Leighton Buzzard road, where the buildings within
the group of houses provide an attractive foreground to
views of the flamboyant outline of Mentmore Towers
situated a short distance to the south-east.
The elevated position of Crafton, with attractive views
both into and out of the hamlet, forms an important
aspect of its character. Its scale, situation, tranquil
atmosphere, rural character and archaeological interest
also contribute to its distinctiveness and make it worthy
of Conservation Area status.

View of Crafton to Mentmore Towers beyond

To the south east of the hamlet along the road to
Crafton Lodge, the ground is lower lying and it is here
that the two studs of Reddings and Crafton Stud are
located. To the east the land rises up again to Mentmore
Towers and its parkland.
3.1.4 Important Views

View of Crafton from near the
Mentmore Crossroads

Because of the elevated position of Crafton hamlet and the adjoining fields, views of the hamlet
from a distance and views out from the high points are important. Also, within the
Conservation Area, views of the undulating ground which indicate the location of the deserted
mediaeval village make an important contribution to the character and appearance of the area.
Important views are identified on the Crafton Conservation Area map.
3.2

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND ARCHAEOLOGY

3.2.1 Origins and Historical Development
Unfortunately little is known about the early development of Crafton. The neighbouring
settlements of Mentmore and Wing were established in the early/middle Saxon periods to judge
from finds of pagan Saxon graves at Mentmore and the 9th century church at Wing. Crafton
was never a parish in its own right and most probably originated as a “daughter” settlement of
Wing in the late Saxon period, a suggestion supported by aspects of the field evidence.
A short distance to the south-west of the present site of Crafton hamlet, beyond the
Conservation Area boundary, is Helpsthrope or Elstrop (formerly part of the parish of Drayton
Beauchamp) and the site of a chapel of Ease dedicated to the Holy Trinity. The last
documentary record of the chapel dates from 1388 and, although no physical evidence of the
chapel survives above ground, a number of articles of sculpture have been found around the
site and the nearby field names of Chapel Yard, Great and Little Trinity Fields and St. John’s
Field allude to their former ecclesiastical associations. Today located close to the site of the
former chapel is Helsthorpe Farmhouse, a grade II listed 16th century timber-framed building.
4
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Two manors are recorded at Crafton in the Doomsday survey; one usually called Wing, but
sometimes Wing with Crafton Manor, and Crafton Manor. Prior to 1086, Wing with Crafton
Manor was assessed as two and a half hides and was in the possession of the Count of Mortain
who gave it to the monks of St. Nicholas Angers. It remained in the possession of the monks
until the 14th century when, during the French wars, it was frequently in the possession of the
King. In 1416, the Manor was granted to the priory of St. Mary de Pre near St. Albans who
possessed it until 1528 when the manor was granted to Cardinal Wolsey for his college at
Oxford. However, in 1530, the manor came into the possession of a John Penn whose
descendents, John and Lucy Penn, conveyed it to Sir Robert Dormer in 1547. From this point
the manor passed through the same line of descent as the principal manor at Wing and is not
referred to separately in documentation after 1643.
The second manor at Crafton, known as Crafton Manor was held prior to the Norman
Conquest by Blancheman, described as ‘a man of Earl Tostig,’2 brother of King Harold. At the
time of the Doomsday survey the manor was held by Robert de Nowers under the
overlordship of the Bishop of Lisieux and the tenancy continued in his family until just prior to
1286. However, the overlordship had changed to William de Say by the early 13th century, and
was held by his descendents until 1382, when it passed through marriage to Sir William
Heron. When he died without issue in 1404, the overlordship rights to Crafton Manor passed
to the Crown. In 1286 the tenancy passed to Robert Aguillon and from him to his daughter
and heir, Isabel, wife of Sir Hugh Bardolf. After her husband’s death in 1304 Isabel conveyed
the manor to Sir John de Bassingbourn. It was then held by John Chamberlain who gave it for
life in 1367 to John Kimble of Salden, who relinquished it in 1379 to Sir Thomas Sackville
who had purchased the manor from the Chamberlains. Sir Thomas’ daughter Maud married
Nicholas Kentwood and the manor passed in part from him to Robert Piggott. It then passed
to Robert Piggott’s grandson Francis in 1587, who conveyed his part of the manor to Nicholas
Theed in whose family it remained for several generations. The remaining part of Crafton
Manor is not documented beyond 1492, but it is thought to have come into the possession of
the Dormer family and been passed through the same line of descent as the principal
manor at Wing.
John Theed is thought to have been the builder of an early 17th century manor at Crafton on
the site of a field called the Wick which is located at the north-eastern end of the present hamlet
on the south-eastern side of the road. An inventory dated 1680 records a sizeable building
which was pulled down shortly before 1838. The only evidence of its existence today is the
outline of its foundations located just below the field surface.
The character and appearance of present day Crafton owes much to the influence of Baron
Meyer Amschel de Rothschild. Baron de Rothschild started purchasing land in the Crafton and
Mentmore area during the 1840s, eventually building Mentmore Towers between 1850 and
1855. Around this time many surviving structures of the medieval village, particularly to the
south east of the existing hamlet were demolished. On his death in 1877, the estate passed to
his daughter Hannah and her husband Lord Rosebery. The majority of the surviving buildings
within Crafton were constructed, altered or enlarged during the latter half of the 19th century
by Baron de Rothschild or his son-in-law to house their estate workers.
During the early 1850s a stud was established at Crafton by Baron de Rothschild and later
maintained by Lord Rosebery. It occupied the site of Hawbridge, Woodford House and The
Barn, but may have also occupied part of the present day Crafton Stud Farm. This was an
extremely successful stud which bred a number of Derby winners including Ladas in 1894,
Sir Visto in 1895 and Cicero in 1905.
2
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3.2.2 Archaeology
The archaeological remains at Crafton are
medieval and post-medieval in date
comprising a deserted medieval hamlet
together with its associated open fields and
the site of a 17th century manor house.
Although no detailed archaeological survey
has been undertaken the general form of the
remains can be described from information
contained in the County Sites and
Monuments Record. The remains survive as
earthworks, the extent of which can be
clearly appreciated from aerial photographs,
Earthworks - deserted village
and also below ground archaeological
deposits. They are intimately related to the
modern landscape, particularly the pattern of enclosure hedges, lanes and ponds. The main area
of the medieval village lies southeast of the present hamlet and east of the road to Crafton
Stud. Its primary elements appear to be a row of rectilinear closes aligned southwest to
northeast continuing the alignment of the adjacent open field ridge and furrow and fronting on
to a lane or narrow green a little way to the west of the present road to Crafton Stud. These
closes seem to have been laid out within a pre-existing pattern of open field furlongs suggesting
that the settlement’s origins post-date the laying out of the open fields, which is likely to have
occurred in the 9th/10th centuries. Peasant houses would have fronted on to the old lane, and
indeed cottages continued to do so up until the end of the 18th century as shown on the Tithe
Map. The sites of the two medieval manor houses are not definitely located but one may well
have lain at the northern end of the row just to the south of the present hamlet, an area later
occupied by Theed’s mansion and where earthworks suggest a larger and more complex layout
including possible fishponds, building and perhaps garden platforms. To the east of the road to
Crafton Stud are several fields of well preserved ridge and furrow, which formed part of the
open fields associated with the hamlet and are a valuable part of their setting. North of the
present hamlet are further fields of ridge and furrow and a north-south aligned row of possible
building platform earthworks.
3.2.3 Historic Maps
The Buckinghamshire Historic Landscape Project (HLC) has shown that most of the
Conservation Area is characterised by “old” or pre-parliamentary enclosures of 18th century or
earlier date. The area of the deserted medieval village has a pattern of regular enclosure clearly
derived from the pattern of medieval closes. Early field patterns are also found to the west of
the Conservation Area and immediately to the north of the present settlement.
A series of historic maps showing the changes in Crafton since the 18th century are included as
Appendix 7.1
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3.3

SPATIAL ANALYSIS

3.3.1 Analysis of Character Zones

Character area 1: Crafton Hamlet
Crafton is a very small linear hilltop hamlet
consisting of a compact group of houses
situated along the north-western and southeastern sides of a dead-end road which rises
upwards in a north-east to south-west direction
through the hamlet.
The majority of the buildings within Crafton
are semi-detached or terraced in form and date
from the 19th and 20th centuries. Most of the
Looking down Main Street
buildings were constructed, altered or extended
to form estate workers cottages by Baron de Rothschild and Lord Rosebery. This uniformity of
styles gives Crafton a cohesive visual character. The two exceptions to this are Crafton
Farmhouse and Rose Cottage. Crafton Farmhouse is a large detached building situated on the
north-western side of the road towards the south-western end of the hamlet. It dates from the
late 16th to early 17th century with later alterations. Rose Cottage is situated at the north-eastern
end of the village and, although altered, is very different in appearance from the other 19th
century properties within the settlement which suggests that it may retain elements of an
earlier building.
Beyond the houses on the northern side of the road are two groups of the timber clad and
later Victorian brick barns which were converted to residential properties at the end of the
20th century.

Character area 2: Crafton Studs
In the 1850s Baron de Rothschild established a
stud on the site of an earlier isolated farm. Now
all are residential properties and re-named;
Reddings is an attractive brick farmhouse with
an earlier core, Hawbridge is a Victorian
cottage with attached stables and Woodford
House and The Barn replaced 18th century
timber barns which were converted to private
residences following a fire.
A second stud was later established further to
the south by Lord Rosebery and is located
just outside the Conservation Area’s
southern boundary.

Hawbridge and the Barn
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Character area 3: Deserted Medieval Village
The site of archaeological significance which marks the former medieval village at Crafton
extends from a short distance to the north-east of the hamlet, south-eastwards to Crafton
Lodge and crosses the access road leading to Crafton Lodge to abut the boundary of
Mentmore Registered Park and Garden.
The archaeological remains comprise a series of
rectilinear closes, house platforms, holloways, existing
and former ponds, possibly early designed landscape
and gardens, and surviving areas of ridge and furrow.
The existing historic pattern of hedgerows and trees
reflect the form of the medieval settlement and are an
essential part of this area’s character, also contributing
positively to its visual appeal and natural environment.
Further sub-division which does not reflect the historic
‘grain’ and character of this enclosure pattern, or
which damages archaeological deposits, would have an
adverse impact on this sensitive archaeological site.

Remains of medieval village

3.3.2 Activity and Land Use
The prevailing use of the area is agriculture. Within
the Conservation Area boundary all the fields are open
pasture land, bounded by hedgerows and trees.
Historically the area was more developed, particularly
to the south of the existing hamlet, where the evidence
for the deserted village is still apparent on the ground.
During the mid to late 19th century estate workers
cottages and the two horse studs were added to the
village. In recent years the ownership of the area has
changed and all the houses are now privately owned.
Nearly all of the agricultural barns and stables have
also now been converted to residential use.

Land south of the Mentmore Road

3.3.3 Descriptions of Buildings
Crafton is approached from the north-east along a
narrow country road lined with hedgerows and trees.
From Wisteria Cottage, Spinney Barn, Honeysuckle
Lodge and Woodlands the road to Crafton runs for a
short distance in a south-westerly direction. On the
south side of the road behind a belt of mature trees is
a Victorian red brick and tile stables. At a ‘T’ junction
the right turn bends round to the north-west and
ascends the gentle north-eastern slope of the hill upon
which Crafton sits. To the south of the ‘T’ junction a
narrow lane runs south past Reddings and Crafton
Stud to Crafton Lodge, the western lodge to
Mentmore Towers.

8
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The first introduction to the hamlet itself is The Bungalow which is a modern building situated
on the south-eastern side of the road slightly separated from the rest of the properties. This
building, which has recently been the subject of a planning application for redevelopment,
currently makes little contribution to the character of the hamlet, or the surrounding landscape.
The first historic building to be seen when entering the
hamlet is the white rendered Rose Cottage and the
outlines of the gabled roofs and chimneys of 16 and 18,
situated on the north-western side of the street.
Rose Cottage is an unusual building within the context
of Crafton, differing in form and appearance from its
neighbours. Situated slightly back from the road behind
a brick wall, this two storey rendered building has a
steeply pitched gabled roof covered in clay tiles. The
cottage consists of two ranges; both run parallel to the
street, with the range to the right being set slightly
further back from the road.
Situated within the grounds of Rose Cottage, to the
south-west of the property, is a small lean-to structure,
which now serves as an outbuilding, but once formed
part of a Primitive Methodist Chapel built in 1889. In
the 1830s a group of Crafton residents formed a small
Methodist group which regularly met in one of the
cottages within the hamlet. They decided to build their
own chapel and, with a loan from Lord Rosebery of a
plot of land, they began construction in 1888. The last
service was held in the chapel
on 22nd December 1968 after
which it was eventually sold by
the Rosebery estate to Mr.
Tony Pratt of Crafton and in
1982 to the current owners of
Rose Cottage. Due to its poor
condition, the roof was
removed but some of the
original façade was retained
and the building converted
to a simple lean-to.

View into Crafton Village

Rose Cottage

Original Primitive Methodist Chapel Photographs courtesy of Mrs Daphne Parker

To the north-west of Rose Cottage is a modern infill
development of a pair of semi-detached cottages, 17
and 18 Crafton. These buildings integrate relatively
well into the street scene and reflect the narrow gables,
roof pitches and gabled dormer windows of more
historic properties in the street. Like their neighbours,
17 and 18 Crafton are set slightly back from the road
behind shallow front gardens.
17 and 18 Crafton - new houses
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Between 16 and 17 Crafton is a vehicular access3 which leads to outbuildings and open
countryside to the rear. Surrounded by trees is an attractive pond, which is one of a number of
similar small ponds, located around Crafton and within the archaeological boundaries of the
former medieval village. To the north-west of the pond is the open countryside and from here
can be gained attractive and extensive views across the countryside.
A short distance to the south-west are 15 and 16 Crafton
(The Nest), probably built in the early 19th century. This
is an attractive pair of semi-detached cottages, built of
brick with an old tile roof with the eaves interrupted
by four gabled dormer windows and topped with two
large stacks.
The final property on the main street is the most
interesting building within the hamlet. Crafton
Farmhouse, a grade II Listed Building, dates from the
late 16th to the early 17th centuries. It was extended to
15 and 16 Crafton
the rear during the 19th century and has undergone
some alterations during the 20th century. Built of timber
frame with brick infill panels, this two storey building
with blocked openings to the attic is jettied at first floor
level. It is situated facing onto and slightly back from the
road behind a modern brick wall of varying heights. It
consists of three bays all gabled to the front and sits
beneath a steeply pitched gabled roof covered in plain
clay tiles, the ridgeline of which runs parallel with the
road. Between the left and central bay is a smaller
Crafton Farmhouse - Old photograph courtesy
gable which contains a moulded brick oval panel with
of Janet and Michael Snee
keyblocks and a barred wooden window at first floor
level, below which used to be a sundial. On the front
elevation three-light wooden casement windows are
contained within each gable at ground and first
floor levels. To the left of Crafton Farmhouse, and
physically attached to it, is a gateway with large double
planked doors. To the north-west of this is a range of
former stable buildings which date from the 19th century,
constructed of brick and weather-boarded. Not easily
visible from the road, these buildings have in recent years
been extended and converted to form dwellings.
Converted barns behind Crafton Farmhouse

On the south-eastern side of the road, opposite Crafton Farmhouse are two small wooded
areas, the smaller of which consists primarily of ash trees. The larger wooded area stretches a
short distance back from the road into the archaeological site and consists of mixed woodland
including ash, yew, walnut and holly. The trees are protected by Tree Preservation Orders and
form an important visual element within the street scene and also within long distance views
of Crafton.

3
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To the north-east of the woodland lies a group of 19th
century semi-detached cottages which have been altered
and extended. These cottages are situated a short distance
back from the road edge behind front gardens that are
not separated from the street by boundary walls or
fences. The historic core of each of the cottages consists
of a pair of brick gables facing onto the street with
centrally positioned window openings to ground and
first floor and distinctive decorative wooden
bargeboards. Numbers 5 to 8 Crafton have been
extended to either side to create much larger properties.
The best preserved of this group of buildings are 3 and
4, called Grooms Cottage. This attractive brick building
is two storeys in height and, like its neighbours,
orientated to face gable-on to the road. The gable is
quite wide and contains two casement windows on each
floor situated beneath buff coloured brick arched lintels.
Particularly eye-catching are the attractive decorative
bargeboards. Like its neighbours Grooms Cottage is
situated a short distance back from the road but is
separated from it by a brick wall.

5 - 8 Crafton

3 and 4 Crafton

Adjacent to Grooms Cottage we find 1 and 2 Crafton.
The original building would have been identical in
appearance to Grooms Cottage, but has been greatly
extended to create two wings to either side of the
central gable.
Beyond Crafton Farmhouse the road bends round to
the left past the modern Helsthorpe Farm Cottages on
the right. The road then bends to the left then right,
crosses the parish boundary into Wingrave, where, just
beyond a group of barns, is Helsthorpe Farmhouse.
Dating from the 16th century, this grade II listed timber
framed building is now mostly concealed behind brick or
tile hanging, though a small section of close studding infilled with narrow bricks survives on the rear wing. To
the north of the farmhouse there is an interesting group
of traditional farm buildings which are listed as curtilage
buildings, including an open cart shed and an L shaped
Victorian stable building.

1 and 2 Crafton

Helsthorpe Farm Stables

Helsthorpe
Farmhouse
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The stud at Reddings was established in the
early 1850s by Baron de Rothschild and later
maintained by Lord Rosebery. The oldest
buildings, 18th century thatched barns, were
unfortunately destroyed by fire in 1999 and
were replaced by residential properties designed
to look like the barns. The remaining buildings
in the group are Victorian and contribute to the
character and appearance of the Conservation
Area, particularly the main farmhouse with its

Hawbridge - Old photograph

decorative bargeboards, which has an earlier
core, and the cart sheds to the north. Hawbridge
is currently undergoing renovation and the
stables alongside are to be incorporated into the
house. This was an extremely successful stud
which bred a number of Derby winners
including Sir Visto in 1895, Cicero in 1905
and Ladas in 1894 who had a stone plaque
added over his stable door.

Reddings

Hawbridge

Hawbridge Stables - Plaque over door
to commemorate LADAS

Near the top of the ridge south west of
Reddings is a timber framed weather-boarded
field barn with a plain clay tile roof.
Just to the south of the area of archaeological
significance and beyond the Conservation Area
boundary the Crafton stud is, at the time of
writing, undergoing major change following
the approval of planning permission for the
replacement of the houses on the site.
Further to the south is Crafton Lodge, the
western lodge to Mentmore Towers. Designed
by George Devey, this grade II Listed Building
was built between 1870 and 1880.

Crafton Stud south of the Conservation Area Old photograph courtesy of Janet and Michael Snee
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Forms of enclosure and the treatment of boundaries also
make a positive contribution to the character of Crafton.
Within Crafton are examples of low brick walls, wooden
fences and hedges marking the frontage boundaries to
properties. In a number of cases, there is no physical
form of separation between the front gardens of
properties and the road edge.
There are no street lights and no pavements or kerbs in
Crafton and the edges of the road are formed by narrow
grass verges or the front gardens to some properties. This
simple treatment softens the appearance of the street and
helps to reinforce the rural ambience of the hamlet.

Low brick boundary wall

3.3.4 Prevalent and Traditional Building Materials
The majority of the buildings within Crafton are constructed of brick generally laid in a Flemish
bond which adds visual interest to the surfaces of the walls. There are also examples, such as 1
and 2, and 3 and 4 Crafton, where combinations of the local traditional red brick have been
used with buff coloured bricks to create decorative effects and to emphasize architectural details
such as window openings. In contrast Crafton Farmhouse is constructed of timber-frame with
brick infill panels and Rose Cottage is rendered.
Buildings within Crafton range in height from one and a
half to two storeys and in the majority of cases the roofs
are gabled, covered in tiles and the ridgelines run parallel
with the street. The pitches of the gabled roofs vary from
the steep angles of 15 and 16 to the shallower profiles of
1 and 2, and 3 and 4 Crafton. A number of the buildings
have gabled dormers, such as 15 and 16, which break
through the eaves lines. Other buildings, such as Crafton
Farmhouse and 6 and 7, have gabled extensions within
the roof plane. Numbers 1 and 2, and 3 and 4 are
positioned gable-on to the street, but in the case of 1 and
2 Crafton, the original cottage has been extended to both
sides and the historic gable form of the building has
become a shallow gabled wing to a much larger
structure. The gables of 1 to 4 and 6 and 7 are
embellished with decorative wooden bargeboards.

Decorative barge boards and
small paned casement windows

The windows of the historic buildings in Crafton tend to be casement windows of varying
proportions. Surviving examples of historic windows include the three light wooden casements
of Crafton Farmhouse and the vertically proportioned round headed single-glazed wooden
casements within the original gabled buildings of 1 to 4 Crafton. Rose Cottage in contrast has
wooden frames with metal opening lights and leaded glazing. Fortunately, most historic
buildings in the hamlet retain their original windows and there has not been the
proliferation of plastic windows and double-glazed units which can have a damaging
impact on the local character.
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3.3.5 Contribution made by the Natural Environment
Trees make a positive contribution to the character and appearance of Crafton and the
surrounding countryside. They help to reinforce the rural setting of the hamlet and their
organic forms provide an attractive visual contrast with
the sharp outlines of the buildings. Of particular note is
the group of ash and mixed broadleaf trees located on
the south-eastern side of the road opposite Crafton
Farmhouse and the Nest. Another important tree is the
walnut located in front of 3 Crafton hamlet which forms
a visual focus to views looking up and down the street.
Many of the hedgerows mark boundaries which are
shown on the 1798 enclosure map and form an
important visible reference to the lost village. The
hedgerows are historically and visually important to the
character and appearance of the Conservation Area.
The lane south of the hamlet to Crafton Lodge passes
the two Victorian studs. This narrow lane runs in a
roughly north to south-east direction and is lined on
both sides with trees set back from the road edge
behind grass verges. The lane has a very enclosed and
intimate character with trees channelling views along the
road with occasional glimpses of the countryside
through gates.

The road south to the two studs

3.3.6 The Extent of Loss, Problems and Pressures
Until around twenty or thirty years ago most of the land and buildings in Crafton were owned
by an estate so change was limited and controlled. In recent years however, in common with
many other the estate villages, the houses and most of
the agricultural buildings have been sold to private
individuals who have altered and extended the houses
and converted the barns to houses, adding windows,
rooflights, gardens and domestic paraphernalia. The
character of the village has changed and, at the time of
writing further change is occurring. Stud Cottage has
been demolished and Garden House is also about to be
replaced; both were Mentmore Estate cottages which
would have contributed to the character and appearance
of the Conservation Area. Both will be replaced by
Stud Cottage
new houses.
Planning permission has been granted for the replacement of a modern bungalow on the
eastern edge of Crafton which was not considered to contribute to the character and
appearance of the area.
New fences have recently been added in the centre of the deserted medieval village, subdividing
the fields. This has a detrimental impact on the open character of the historic landscape and
may be physically damaging to the remains; unfortunately there are at present no statutory
controls to prevent this. Consideration will be given to the possibility of making an Article 4
Direction to prevent the construction of new fences.
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Overhead wires along the main road through Crafton are
dominant features that detract from the visual quality of
the street.
At the time of writing Helsthorpe Farm and historic
farm buildings, outside the Conservation Area boundary,
have been left empty for several months. Although the
buildings appear to be in good order, any empty building
is vulnerable, and therefore ‘at risk’.

Overhead wires in the hamlet

Chapter 4

SUMMARY/ DEFINITION OF SPECIAL INTEREST
Crafton appears today as a sleepy rural hamlet, but has undergone major changes in the last
two hundred years and is still the subject of continued pressure for change, all of which has a
major impact on the historic landscape.
Historic maps of the 18th century indicate Crafton to have been a substantial village, though by
the mid 19th century most of the buildings had been abandoned. The evidence for the lost
buildings is still clearly visible in the undulations in the landscape. The Conservation Area
boundary encompasses the entire abandoned medieval village which has also been recognised as
an area of ‘archaeological significance’.
The arrival of Lord Rothschild in the 1840s brought about significant change to the landscape;
most of the remaining medieval properties were cleared for agriculture; fields were formed
bounded by hedgerows and estate cottages constructed for farm workers - mainly in the
compact hilltop settlement of what was to become the modern hamlet of Crafton. The red
brick Victorian cottages set back behind narrow front gardens were located on the main road of
the hamlet with the earlier Crafton Farmhouse and Rose Cottage. Adjoining the hamlet to the
north were two groups of barns, some timber clad, others brick built. Lord Rothschild and his
successor Lord Rosebery built the two studs to the south east of the hamlet.
Towards the end of the 20th century further changes occurred; the estate cottages were sold off
to private individuals and many altered and extended, the agricultural barns were also sold and
converted to residential use and the hamlet is now a dormitory with very few residents working
in the local area. More recently the southern stud and much of the agricultural land has lost the
protection of estate ownership. Two cottages are to be replaced with modern houses and some
of the fields containing the remains of the lost village are being sub-divided by fencing.
The Crafton Conservation Area is predominantly rural in character, set in an undulating
landscape, dominated by a small compact hamlet set on the top of a hill. The surrounding
fields are bounded by hedgerows and trees and contain the uneven ground which indicates the
presence of the abandoned medieval settlement. While some older buildings survive, the
presence of estate cottages and two studs, although now in private ownership, still give the area
the underlying impression of an estate village.
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Chapter 5

RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1

The Designation of the Conservation Area
This has introduced stronger planning controls, eg. over demolition, the protection of trees
and the ability to resist or improve new development which would fail to preserve or
enhance the character or appearance of the Conservation Area.

5.2

Protection for Archaeology
The deserted medieval village is an important example of its type and worthy of
preservation. The site is not currently designated as a scheduled ancient monument and
relies upon the advice in PPG 16 (Archaeology and Planning) for protection from
development. However there is currently no protection from ‘permitted development’ or
other non-development land uses. Conservation Area designation does not directly improve
protection for archaeological remains but can help preserve the site by giving greater weight
to its significance, landscape context and related patterns of enclosure in determining
planning applications. Further recommendations:

5.2.1 Investigation of the Archaeology
The site would benefit from measured survey and other non-intrusive archaeological
research to help improve understanding and provide evidence for future protection.
5.2.2 Environmental Stewardship
The site would benefit from entry into the Government’s Environmental Stewardship
Scheme to protect the surviving earthworks and ensure best practice in land management.
5.2.3 Two Measures Would Bring Increased Protection to the Sites:

Scheduling the site
The most effective protection for the site would be if the area of archaeological significance
could be scheduled as an Ancient Monument by English Heritage. Any excavation or
construction on the site could then be controlled.

An Article 4 Direction
This could bring the creation of an access and the construction of fences on agricultural land
within planning controls.
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5.3

Overhead Wires
Overhead wires along the main road through Crafton are dominant features that detract from
the visual quality of the street. Their removal will be actively encouraged.

5.4

Buildings Which Make a Positive Contribution to the Conservation Area
A number of buildings have been identified on the Conservation Area Map which contribute
positively to the character and appearance of the Conservation Area, by reason of their age,
design, materials, massing, scale or enclosure.

5.5

‘Important Hedgerows’
A detailed analysis of the hedgerows should be made to establish if there is sufficient historical
and biological evidence to designate them as ‘Important Hedgerows’, a measure which would
provide additional protection.

Chapter 6

NEXT STEPS / FURTHER INFORMATION
6.1

MONITORING
The progress of the implementation of the recommendations shall be monitored.

6.2

AVDC ADVISORY AND DESIGN GUIDES
The following published guides have relevance to Crafton and may be of assistance.
z

Conservation Areas

z

Listed Buildings

z

The Conversion of Traditional Farm Buildings

z

Residential Extensions

z

New Houses in Towns and Villages

z

Building Materials

z

New Buildings in the Countryside
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APPENDICES
7.1

HISTORIC MAPS
1798 Enclosure Map

Reproduced with permission of the Buckinghamshire Records Office
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1851 Tithe Map

Reproduced with permission of the Buckinghamshire Records Office
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OS Map 1885

Reproduced with permission of the Buckinghamshire Records Office
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OS Map 1899

Reproduced with permission of the Buckinghamshire Records Office
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7.2

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
9th April 2001

Reproduced with thanks to Michael Farley
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7.3

LAND USE PLANS

Landuse - Pre 18th century

Landuse - Post 18th century

Historic Landscape Characterisation data provided by
Buckinghamshire County Council Archaeology Service
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7.4

THE CONSERVATION AREA MAP
The Conservation Area Map opposite identifies features important to the character of the
Conservation Area. Building groups, Listed Buildings, locally important buildings and
important views are shown. The written description and the Conservation Area Map describe
and show where development control policies apply.
The map defines the extent of the area which is regarded as possessing those qualities of
townscape, character or historic interest which Conservation Area designation is intended
to protect.
It has not been possible to gain access to all areas contained within the Conservation Area
boundary. There may be individual structures, features, trees or views of importance which are
not visible from the public domain and which have therefore not been annotated on the
Conservation Area map or referred to within the text.
The Listed Buildings are annotated in red on the Conservation Area Map. Because it has not
been possible to gain access to the rear of properties there may be inaccuracies in the recording
or the extent of their curtilage. If you own a Listed Building and are considering undertaking
alteration works, please ensure that you contact the Historic Buildings Officer at Aylesbury
Vale District Council to find out whether you require Listed Building Consent.
Where buildings are shown on the Conservation Area Map as being of local note, they are
considered to make a positive contribution to the historic interest or architectural character of
the Conservation Area. It is recognised that in some cases alterations to individual elements of
buildings, such as the replacement of historic fenestration and roofing materials, do detract
from their overall character.
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